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1. What information can I send to a 
customer to prepare their network to 
accept an Ewon Cosy.

There are several things that can be checked in 
advance of the Cosy being installed. The first, best 
resource is a document that you can download from 
the Ewon support site which explains which ports 
and addresses need to be accessed by the Cosy to 
make the VPN connection to Talk2M. IT departments 
appreciate knowing this. You can get it here.

There is also a security whitepaper which can help 
smooth the way. Request it here.

And for a more concrete test then why not get 
them to run the Talk2M Connection Checker tool? 
Run this on a PC connected to the same router 
that they plan to connect the Cosy to, and it will 
test the access. On our support page here you will 
find a section on Talk2M where the document and 
Connection Checker tool can be downloaded. You 
can also find there the current status of all the 
Talk2M servers and their IP addresses in case that 
level of detail is needed. 

2. I have lots of Ewon Cosys in the field. 
When using DHCP always great. However, 
at a lot of customer sites it goes through 
there network none DHCP. Always seem 
to have problems so what is the best way 
of setting up Cosy in an existing network. 

If you know before the Cosy goes to site what the 
WAN IP address will be then this can be configured 
in the communication settings (you can’t run the 
wizard as the check will fail unless your network 
matches their IP address range).

If the Cosy has already gone to site then look at the 
easy install wizard in eCatcher – this allows you to 
create a configuration file that can be written to a 
USB stick and then installed on the Cosy on site by 
a local engineer with no need for them to know 
your passwords or run the wizards.

3. Can we scan a new device in the network 
and give an IP address device name from 
Siemens TIA Portal software 

Yes – this is a new feature which has been added 
in a recent version of firmware to support Profinet 
DCP assignment. You can use this to assign a 
station name or IP address to any Profinet device 
connected to an Ewon Flexy or Cosy 131, whether 
you are local or remote. If you do not have the 
latest version of firmware then you can download 
this from the Ewon website, here. We always 
recommend you keep your Ewon routers up to date 
on firmware as the upgrades often include security 
patches as well as new features.

4. What is the OpenVPN and TLS/SSL version 
used by Talk2M Pro and eCatcher?

The Ewon Cosy and Flexy use OpenVPN version 
2.0.5. We do not publish which version of TSL/SSL is 
used but the security pages (links in first question) 
should reassure IT departments and the Talk2M 
service is regularly checked for any vulnerabilities 
by NVISO.

5. Does HMS host data itself on their own 
servers like Azure (e.g.) generated by 
the Flexy 205? Or do I always need a 
sepearte account on e.g. Amazon, Azure. 
If Ewon hosts itself, what are the costs 
per datapoint? Or are these costs part of 
my account (3GB/month free, 9GB on the 
account paid for).

The Talk2M is hosted on third-party servers but 
there is no additional subscription to be paid other 
than for your Talk2M credits. If you choose to store 
data on a cloud service, then this is under your own 
control and the costs will be covered by yourself. 
Please talk to your local Ewon distributor if you 
need more details. 
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https://hmsnetworks.blob.core.windows.net/www/docs/librariesprovider10/downloads-monitored/manuals/knowledge-base/kb-0209-00-en-adresses-and-ports-used-by-talk2m.pdf?sfvrsn=c86d7cd7_31
https://www.ewon.biz/about-us/security
https://www.ewon.biz/technical-support/pages/talk2m/talk2m-status?ordercode=talk2m
https://www.ewon.biz/technical-support/pages/all-downloads
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6. I have an application where 6 IP cameras 
need to be connected to a Flexy. Can 
I connect them to a simple ethernet 
switch, and connect that to one of the 
Flexy LAN ports?

Yes, that is the way to work with more than 3 
devices on the LAN side of the Flexy or Cosy. As 
long as all the devices have unique IP addresses 
and are in the same subnet as the LAN port’s IP 
address then this is how to do this.

7. Is “concurrent connections” engineer 
connections at the same time or if I have 
5 Ewon devices connected to the Talk2M 
cloud is this 5 concurrent connections?

Concurrent connections refers to an active VPN 
tunnel connection through eCatcher to an Ewon 
router. Each of those concurrent connections must 
be from a different user login.

You can have more than one user connected via a 
VPN to the same Cosy or Flexy but one user cannot 
connect to more than one Ewon router at the 
same time.

8. How is it possible to download programs 
to a PLC if only outgoing connections 
are possible?

The outgoing connection through the firewall is 
for the creation of the VPN tunnel only. Once the 
tunnel is created then full bi-directional traffic 
between sites is possible.

9. Lost password in the COSY config, best 
way of solution? 

The only solution if you have lost the password of 
the Cosy itself is to perform a Level 2 reset which 
returns the Cosy to factory settings. Details of how 
to do this are in the Installation Guide.

10. How can I get a Talk2M Pro account?

Upgrading from Free+ to Pro is a two-step process. 
First you need to send a request via eCatcher. Log 
onto your Talk2M account in eCatcher and in the 
Account Properties page, under the section Credit 
& Contract, you can Learn more about the Pro 
account and there is a button to select to Request a 
Talk2M Pro upgrade. an internal notification is sent 
to us and you will be given a reference number for 
your account.

The second step is to contact your distributor 
and place an order for the Pro upgrade, including 
the account reference number. You can pay for 
the upgrade immediately but we also offer a free 
3-month trial period so you can even test it without 
cost. At the end of the 3 months you will be 
prompted to add credit to your account to convert 
it permanently to a Pro account or you can choose 
to let it revert to Free+.

We have more details about the difference 
between Free+ and Pro in another webinar – 
register here or watch on-demand.

11. Can you also connect the Ewon to another 
OpenVPN server, or is there a Vendor lock 
on it?

We do not use a vendor lock. You can connect the 
Ewon to any OpenVPN serve rand you can use any 
OpenVPN Client software to reach your device. We 
have documentation for this setup as this is what 
is recommended if you need a permanent remote 
connection to an Ewon router, or more than one, 
for a SCADA application. For most other ad-hoc 
connections however, we strongly recommend 
using our Talk2M cloud and eCatcher client 
software as it is very powerful in both ease of use 
and security. 
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https://hmsnetworks.blob.core.windows.net/www/docs/librariesprovider10/downloads-monitored/manuals/installation-guides/ig-0022-00-en-cosy-131.pdf?sfvrsn=d1d37cd7_32
https://www.hms-networks.com/campaign-landing-pages/ts-webinars?msdynttrid=VZ_kSkwojPZK4Vn1ie6pe1pjaNky6UCgrJUyudRQvfE

